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Comfort | Load compartment | Stowage crates/Shopping crates/Stowage trays | Shopping crate

existing A2038400020 Shopping crate, collapsible, anthracite

Maximum permissible load: 10 kg.

The collapsible shopping crate functions as a versatile and practical transport and stowage facility. 
When not in use, it can simply be folded flat and stowed away. Simple for the customer to fit.

now

Comfort | Interior comfort | Coolboxes/Coolbags/Minibars | Coolboxes

existing A0008205409 Coolbox, black, polyester

Be it cool drinks, a picnic or baby food: The thermoelectric refrigerator box cools upon request and is 
the perfect companion on any day out. Thanks to its extra thick insulation it can cool up to 5°C, but a 
max. of 20°C under the outside temperature. It fits perfectly into every Mercedes-Benz vehicle and holds 
13 litres. The portable refrigerator box is made up of a textile coating with fitted pockets and a zip. The 
inside, fixed plastic container is easy to clean. The refrigerator box is powered via the cigarette lighter or 
a 12-volt socket. Voltage transformers are optionally available for the 220-volt grid. Transportation in the 
load compartment is recommended for safety reasons. Dimensions: 41 x 41 x 26 cm (HxWxD).

now
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Protectors &amp; covers | Cleanliness | Cleaning

existing A0009865500 Microfibre cloth, white

Excellent cleaning effect, perfect protection: The white microfibre unbranded cloth allows you to achieve 
the best cleaning results with its untreated fabric – without scratching the sensitive screen surface. The 
cloth, which is made in Germany, is washable, and the excellent cleaning effect is retained even after 
washing.

now
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Safety | Child safety | Child seats, age group 0-1 | DUO plus with ISOFIX child seat securing system

existing A0009704302 DUO plus child seat, with ISOFIX, grey / 
black

Please refer to the operating instructions of your child seat and the owner's manual for further 
information.
Information on fastening and use:
Child seat with ISOFIX and TopTether attached to the on-board ISOFIX attachment points or secured 
using the three-point seat belt.
Please note:
Important: Several models by Mercedes-Benz are equipped with inflatable seat belts in the rear: the 
so-called belt airbag (code 306). Please verify the equipment of your vehicle before fitting the seat in the 
rear. The DUO plus must not be strapped in with the belt airbag (code 306). Please note that the belt 
airbag can also be included in equipment packages of your Mercedes-Benz vehicle. In this case the DUO 
plus can only be secured with ISOFIX and TopTether.
The DUO plus can only be secured in other vehicles with ISOFIX and TopTether in positions with inflatable 
seat belts.
Approval: ECE R 44/04 and CCC.
Group: I, suitable for children from 9 to 18 kg, suitable for children between the ages of 9 months and 
around 4 years.
Orientation: in direction of travel.
Unladen weight: 9 kg. 
Dimensions (H x W x D): 64/45/46 cm.

CW 11/2022

Safety | Child safety | Child seats, age group 2-3 | KIDFIX XP

existing A0009704902 KIDFIX XP child seat, with ISOFIX, grey / 
black

Please refer to the operating instructions of your child seat and the owner's manual for further 
information.
Information on fastening and use:
Child seat with ISOFIT system attached to the on-board ISOFIX attachment points or secured using the 
three-point seat belt.
Safety notice:
in general Mercedes-Benz recommends the use of the child seat with the backrest. However, should 
you choose to nevertheless remove it, use the clip provided for the ideal position of the car's seat belt 
according to the description in the operating instructions.
When using the KIDFIX XP without a backrest this must not be used in conjunction with the belt airbag 
(code 306).
Approval: ECE R 44/04 and CCC.
Group: II+III, suitable for children from 15 to 36 kg, suitable for children between the ages of 3.5 and 12 
years.
Orientation: in direction of travel.
Unladen weight: 7 kg.
Dimensions (H x W x D): 67-85/48/39 cm.

now
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Safety | Breakdown assistance | Chargers, battery

existing A0009822921 Charger with trickle charge function, 5 A, 
for lead-acid and lithium batteries, USA

For USA only.
Also certified for the following regions: Canada.
Checks, charges and revives your starter battery – even if it’s totally flat. Tailored to your vehicle's 
complex electronic systems.
Fully automatic, 4-stage charging. Pulsed trickle charge function. Ensures longest possible battery life. 
Capable of charging totally flat batteries. No damage to electronics connected to battery. The system is 
protected against sparks, short-circuit and reverse voltage, water jets and dust particles (IP65). For 12 V 
lead-acid batteries and 12 V lithium batteries up to max. 120 Ah.

now

existing A0009823121
Charger with trickle charge function, 5 
A, for lead-acid and lithium batteries, 
Switzerland

Switzerland variant. Alongside Switzerland also certified for Argentina, Belarus, Bulgaria, Canary Islands, 
Denmark, Egypt, Faroe Islands, Gibraltar, India, Israel, Liechtenstein, South Africa and Thailand.
Checks, charges and revives your starter battery – even if it’s totally flat. Tailored to your vehicle's 
complex electronic systems.
Fully automatic, 4-stage charging. Pulsed trickle charge function. Ensures longest possible battery life. 
Capable of charging totally flat batteries. No damage to electronics connected to battery. The system is 
protected against sparks, short-circuit and reverse voltage, water jets and dust particles (IP65). For 12 V 
lead-acid batteries and 12 V lithium batteries up to max. 120 Ah.

now

existing A0009823421 Charger with trickle charge function, 5 A, 
for lead-acid and lithium batteries, AUS/NZ

For Australia and New Zealand only. New energy: this compact, cutting-edge charger is specially tailored 
to Mercedes-Benz requirements. Cutting-edge charger revives, recharges, checks and maintains the 
charge. Precise:- Charges with the correct voltage and correct charging current.- User-friendly: Fully 
automatic, 4-stage charging. - Pulsed trickle charge function.- Ensures longest possible battery life.- 
Capable of charging totally flat batteries.Reassuring: No damage to electronics connected to battery. 
The system is protected against sparks, short-circuit and reverse voltage, water jets and dust particles 
(IP65). For 12 V lead-acid batteries and 12 V lithium batteries up to max. 120 Ah. Simple to use. Ideal 
for seasonal or showroom vehicles. Ready to go again in no time: design and functions characteristically 
Mercedes-Benz.

now

existing A0009824803 Charger with trickle charge function, 5 A, 
for lead-acid and lithium batteries, Japan

Checks, charges and revives your battery – even if it’s totally flat. Tailored to your vehicle's complex 
electronic systems.
Fully automatic, 4-stage charging. Pulsed trickle charge function. Ensures longest possible battery life. 
Capable of charging totally flat batteries. No damage to electronics connected to battery. The system is 
protected against sparks, short-circuit and reverse voltage, water jets and dust particles (IP65). 
For 12 V lead-acid batteries and 12 V lithium batteries up to max. 120 Ah.

CW 12/2022

existing A0009824703 Charger with trickle charge function, 5 A, 
for lead-acid and lithium batteries, Brazil

Checks, charges and revives your battery – even if it’s totally flat. Tailored to your vehicle's complex 
electronic systems.
Fully automatic, 4-stage charging. Pulsed trickle charge function. Ensures longest possible battery life. 
Capable of charging totally flat batteries. No damage to electronics connected to battery. The system is 
protected against sparks, short-circuit and reverse voltage, water jets and dust particles (IP65). 
For 12 V lead-acid batteries and 12 V lithium batteries up to max. 120 Ah.

now
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existing A0009823021 Charger with trickle charge function, 5 A, 
for lead-acid and lithium batteries, ECE

ECE variants, not for UK and Switzerland (separate variants available). Alongside ECE also certified for 
Andorra, Azores, Balearics, Greenland, Indonesia, Lithuania, Madeira, Saudi Arabia and Singapore.
Checks, charges and revives your starter battery – even if it’s totally flat. Tailored to your vehicle's 
complex electronic systems.
Fully automatic, 4-stage charging. Pulsed trickle charge function. Ensures longest possible battery life. 
Capable of charging totally flat batteries. No damage to electronics connected to battery. The system is 
protected against sparks, short-circuit and reverse voltage, water jets and dust particles (IP65). For 12 V 
lead-acid batteries and 12 V lithium batteries up to max. 120 Ah.

now

existing A0009824603
Charger with trickle charge function, 5 A, 
for lead-acid and lithium batteries, South 
Korea

Checks, charges and revives your battery – even if it’s totally flat. Tailored to your vehicle's complex 
electronic systems.
Fully automatic, 4-stage charging. Pulsed trickle charge function. Ensures longest possible battery life. 
Capable of charging totally flat batteries. No damage to electronics connected to battery. The system is 
protected against sparks, short-circuit and reverse voltage, water jets and dust particles (IP65).
For 12 V lead-acid batteries and 12 V lithium batteries up to max. 120 Ah.

now

existing A0009823221 Charger with trickle charge function, 5 A, 
for lead-acid and lithium batteries, UK

UK variant. Alongside UK also certified for Cyprus, Hong Kong, Ireland, Macao, Malaysia and Malta.
Checks, charges and revives your starter battery – even if it’s totally flat. Tailored to your vehicle's 
complex electronic systems.
Fully automatic, 4-stage charging. Pulsed trickle charge function. Ensures longest possible battery life. 
Capable of charging totally flat batteries. No damage to electronics connected to battery. The system is 
protected against sparks, short-circuit and reverse voltage, water jets and dust particles (IP65). For 12 V 
lead-acid batteries and 12 V lithium batteries up to max. 120 Ah.

now

Safety | Breakdown assistance | Fluorescent jackets

existing A0005830461 Fluorescent jacket, orange High-visibility jacket. EN471-approved. Washable. Highly visible colour with fluorescent reflex stripes. 
Single jacket: orange. now

existing A0005833500 Fluorescent jacket, compact, ECE, yellow

Approved pursuant to DIN EN ISO 20471.
Valid for countries which accept DIN EN ISO 20471.

Fluorescent jacket became a statutory requirement for private cars in Germany from 1 July 2014. This 
requirement already exists for commercially used vehicles. A fluorescent jacket must be available in 
every vehicle. It is recommended that there be a fluorescent jacket on board for each occupant. In some 
countries this is a statutory requirement.

CW 12/2022

existing A0005834300 Fluorescent jacket, compact, USA/CAN, 
yellow

Approved as per ANSI/ISEA 107.

Valid for USA (Code 494), Canada (460), Australia (Code 625), New Zealand (Code 919L).

It is recommended that there be a fluorescent jacket on board for each occupant.

now

Safety | Breakdown assistance | Chargers, battery
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Telematics | Entertainment | MP3 players | UCI consumer cables

existing A1778202901 Media Interface adapter cable
The Media Interface cable kit offers connectivity for customer devices with micro USB, USB type C and 
devices / connecting cables with USB-A plugs. For further details, go to http://www.mercedes-benz.
com/connect.

now

existing A1778201401 Media Interface consumer cable, micro USB The Media Interface cable offers connectivity for customer devices with micro USB. Cable length: 100 
cm. For further details, go to http://www.mercedes-benz.com/connect. now

existing A1778201501 Media Interface consumer cable, USB type 
C

A detailed description of how to operate the Media Interface can be found in the instructions for the 
vehicle's audio/
navigation system. Please observe the operating notes included!

now

existing A1778203001 Media Interface consumer cable kit, USB 
type C

A detailed description of how to operate the Media Interface can be found in the instructions for the 
vehicle's audio/
navigation system. Please observe the operating notes included!

now

Telematics | Entertainment | USB charger

existing A2138200803 USB power charger, black

> Around 2x the charging capacity of the Media Interface or 3x the charging capacity of inductive 
charging.
> Charge time for smartphones with Quick Charge profile: from 0% to 66% charge in an hour
> The product is supplied in colourful printed packaging, ideally suited to exhibiting in the showroom and 
on the counter display.

Its intelligent "smart charging" and powerful output of up to 2 x 2.4 A allow you to power up your mobile 
quickly and conveniently even while you're on the move. The elegant design echoes that of your vehicle 
key and the quality design blends perfectly with the interior. With overheating protection, short-circuit 
protection and subtly illuminated USB slots that make the charger easy to use in the dark, too. Thanks to 
the shielded components the USB power charger does not cause any electromagnetic interference that 
could influence your radio signal, for example.

now

existing A2138202403 USB power charger, black

> Around 2x the charging capacity of the Media Interface or 3x the charging capacity of inductive 
charging.
> Charge time for smartphones with Quick Charge profile: from 0% to 66% charge in an hour
> The product is supplied in classic black packaging, ideally suited for gifting.

Its intelligent "smart charging" and powerful output of up to 2 x 2.4 A allow you to power up your mobile 
quickly and conveniently even while you're on the move. The elegant design echoes that of your vehicle 
key and the quality design blends perfectly with the interior. With overheating protection, short-circuit 
protection and subtly illuminated USB slots that make the charger easy to use in the dark, too. Thanks to 
the shielded components the USB power charger does not cause any electromagnetic interference that 
could influence your radio signal, for example.

now
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Telematics | Assistance systems | assistance systems accessory systems

existing A0009062909 Micro-SD card, 32 GB A micro SD card (32 GB, 64 GB, 128 GB~) is required to operate the dashcam. You can acquire these at 
a Mercedes-Benz Service Centre or specialist store. now
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Visual refinements | Wheel accessories | Service | Tyre pressure gauge

existing B66588140 Tyre pressure gauge, black, plastic

Compact, analogue tyre air pressure gauge with a high level of measuring precision and a wide measure-
ment scale for precise reading. Measurement range from 0.5 bar to 4.5 bar. Fits all motor vehicle tyre 
valves (also for bicycle tyres with a motor vehicle valve).
Please note that wheels must always be installed in accordance with the applicable market-specific 
legislation.

Still to be 
confirmed

Visual refinements | Wheel accessories | Valve caps

existing B66472002 Valve cap, set of 4, chrome

Decorative caps for valves, black. Mercedes-Benz star logo embossed on front, under transparent plastic. 
Set of 4 in attractive presentation packaging. Without skirt, therefore suitable for all car/van/lorry valve 
types.

Please note that wheels may only be fitted according to the valid, market-specific laws.

Still to be 
confirmed

Visual refinements | Interior refinements | Door sill panels | Illuminated

existing A1776804307
Exch. cover for illuminated door sill, AMG, 
front, set of 2, stainless steel, silver-
coloured / white

Enhance your entrance area with the individualisation options of the illuminated door sill with exchangea-
ble cover technology. 
Simply replace your cover and select an attractive alternative cover from our Mercedes-Benz and 
Mercedes-AMG portfolio.

The exchangeable cover set in silver with white AMG lettering confers your front entrance area with 
superb finishing. The part number corresponds to the cover of the illuminated door sill of AMG vehicle 
model designations series-fitted with code U45 in model series 177, 247, 118 and 232.
Requires code U45 for R232 AMG model designations

now

existing A1776804207
Exch. cover for illuminated door sill, 
Mercedes-Benz, front, set of 2, stainless 
steel, silver-coloured / white

Enhance your entrance area with the individualisation options of the illuminated door sill with exchangea-
ble cover technology. 
Simply replace your cover and select an attractive alternative cover from our Mercedes-Benz and 
Mercedes-AMG portfolio.

The exchangeable cover set in silver with white Mercedes-Benz lettering confers your front entrance area 
with superb finishing. The part number corresponds to the cover of the illuminated door sill of Mercedes 
models series-fitted with code U45 in series 177, 247, 118 incl. the AMG Lines.
Requires code U45 for E232 AMG model designations

now

existing A1776804507 Exch. cover for illuminated door sill, AMG, 
front, set of 2, stainless steel, black / white

Enhance your entrance area with the individualisation options of the illuminated door sill with exchangea-
ble cover technology. Simply remove the silver cover of the illuminated door sill fitted with code U45 in 
series and select an attractive alternative cover from our Mercedes-Benz and Mercedes-AMG portfolio.

The exchangeable cover set in black stainless steel with PVD coating and white AMG lettering confers 
your front entrance area with superb finishing.
Requires code U45 for R232 AMG model designations

now
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existing A1776804607
Exch. cover for illuminated door sill, AMG, 
front, set of 2, stainless steel, black / 
yellow

Enhance your entrance area with the individualisation options of the illuminated door sill with exchangea-
ble cover technology. Simply remove the silver cover of the illuminated door sill fitted with code U45 in 
series and select an attractive alternative cover from our Mercedes-Benz and Mercedes-AMG portfolio.

The exchangeable cover set in black stainless steel with PVD coating and yellow AMG lettering confers 
your front entrance area with superb finishing.
Requires code U45 for R232 AMG model designations

now

existing A1776804407

Exch. cover for illuminated door sill, 
Mercedes-Benz, front, set of 2, with 
Mercedes-Benz Pattern, stainless steel, 
black / white

Enhance your entrance area with the individualisation options of the illuminated door sill with exchangea-
ble cover technology. 
Simply replace your cover and select an attractive alternative cover from our Mercedes-Benz and 
Mercedes-AMG portfolio.

The exchangeable cover set in black stainless steel with white Mercedes-Benz lettering and exclusive 
Mercedes-Benz pattern confers your front entrance area with superb finishing.
Requires code U45 for Mercedes-Benz vehicles and for the AMG model variants.

now

existing A1776804707

Exch. cover for illuminated door sill, 
Mercedes-Benz, front, set of 2, with 
Mercedes-Benz Pattern, stainless steel, 
black

Enhance your entrance area with the individualisation options of the illuminated door sill with exchangea-
ble cover technology. 
Simply replace your cover and select an attractive alternative cover from our Mercedes-Benz and 
Mercedes-AMG portfolio.

The exchangeable cover set in black with exclusive Mercedes-Benz pattern confers your front entrance 
area with superb finishing.
Requires code U45 for Mercedes-Benz vehicles and for the AMG model variants.

now

Visual refinements | Interior refinements | Door sill panels | Illuminated
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Complete wheels | Winter complete wheels | Winter complete wheels, 48.3 cm (19-inch)

new Q44014171504E AMG multi-spoke wheel, 255/45 R19 XL 
104V - 9.5 J x 19 ET 50.5

Please note that wheels must always be installed in accordance with the applicable market-specific 
legislation.
Only applicable to markets with Mercedes-Benz Customer Solutions complete wheel business.

now

new Q44014171505E AMG multi-spoke wheel, 285/40 R19 XL 
107V - 11 J x 19 ET 60.5

Please note that wheels must always be installed in accordance with the applicable market-specific 
legislation.
Only applicable to markets with Mercedes-Benz Customer Solutions complete wheel business.

now

Complete wheels | Winter complete wheels | Winter complete wheels, 50.8 cm (20-inch)

new Q44014151301E AMG 5-twin-spoke wheel, 265/40 R20 XL 
104W - 9.5 J x 20 ET 53.5

Please note that wheels must always be installed in accordance with the applicable market-specific 
legislation.
Only applicable to markets with Mercedes-Benz Customer Solutions complete wheel business.

now

new Q44014151302E AMG 5-twin-spoke wheel, 265/40 R20 XL 
104W - 9.5 J x 20 ET 53.5

Please note that wheels must always be installed in accordance with the applicable market-specific 
legislation.
Only applicable to markets with Mercedes-Benz Customer Solutions complete wheel business.

now

new Q44014151303E AMG 5-twin-spoke wheel, 295/35 R20 XL 
105W - 11 J x 20 ET 63

Please note that wheels must always be installed in accordance with the applicable market-specific 
legislation.
Only applicable to markets with Mercedes-Benz Customer Solutions complete wheel business.

now

new Q44014151304E AMG 5-twin-spoke wheel, 295/35 R20 XL 
105W - 11 J x 20 ET 63

Please note that wheels must always be installed in accordance with the applicable market-specific 
legislation.
Only applicable to markets with Mercedes-Benz Customer Solutions complete wheel business.

now
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AMG accessories | AMG wheels | AMG light-alloy wheels, 48.3 cm (19-inch)

new A23240119007X21
AMG multi-spoke wheel, 48.3 cm (19 inch), 
high-sheen, 9.5 J x 19 ET 50.5, titanium 
grey

Please note that wheels must always be installed in accordance with correspondingly valid, market-
specific legislation. now

new A23240120007X21 AMG multi-spoke wheel, 48.3 cm (19 inch), 
high-sheen, 11 J x 19 ET 60.5, titanium grey

Please note that wheels must always be installed in accordance with correspondingly valid, market-
specific legislation. now

new A23240119007X71 AMG multi-spoke wheel, 48.3 cm (19 inch), 
9.5 J x 19 ET 50.5, matt black

Please note that wheels must always be installed in accordance with correspondingly valid, market-
specific legislation. now

new A23240117007X21 AMG 10-spoke wheel, 48.3 cm (19 inch), 
high-sheen, 9.5 J x 19 ET 50, titanium grey

Please note that wheels must always be installed in accordance with the applicable market-specific 
legislation. now

AMG accessories | AMG wheels | AMG light-alloy wheels, 50.8 cm (20-inch)

new A23240121007Y51
AMG 5-twin-spoke wheel, 50.8 cm (20 
inch), high-sheen, 9.5 J x 20 ET 52.5, 
tantalite grey

Please note that wheels must always be installed in accordance with correspondingly valid, market-
specific legislation. now

new A23240122007Y51
AMG 5-twin-spoke wheel, 50.8 cm (20 
inch), high-sheen, 11 J x 20 ET 63, tantalite 
grey

Please note that wheels must always be installed in accordance with correspondingly valid, market-
specific legislation. now

AMG accessories | AMG wheels | AMG light-alloy wheels, 53.3 cm (21-inch)

new A23240127007X21 AMG cross-spoke wheel, 53.3 cm (21-inch), 
high-sheen, 9.5 J x 21 ET 56, titanium grey

Please note that wheels must always be installed in accordance with correspondingly valid, market-
specific legislation. now

new A23240127007X71 AMG cross-spoke wheel, 53.3 cm (21-inch), 
9.5 J x 21 ET 56, matt black

Please note that wheels must always be installed in accordance with correspondingly valid, market-
specific legislation. now

Initial accessories range SL (R232)
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new A23240128007X21 AMG cross-spoke wheel, 53.3 cm (21-inch), 
high-sheen, 11 J x 21 ET 67, titanium grey

Please note that wheels must always be installed in accordance with correspondingly valid, market-
specific legislation. now

new A23240128007X71 AMG cross-spoke wheel, 53.3 cm (21-inch), 
11 J x 21 ET 67, matt black

Please note that wheels must always be installed in accordance with correspondingly valid, market-
specific legislation. now

new A23240129007X21 AMG forged wheel 10-spoke design, 53.3 
cm (21-inch), 9.5 J x 21 ET 56, titanium grey

Please note that wheels must always be installed in accordance with the applicable market-specific 
legislation. now

new A23240129007X71
AMG forged wheel 10-spoke design, 53.3 
cm (21-inch), high-sheen rim edge, 9.5 J x 
21 ET 56, matt black

Please note that wheels must always be installed in accordance with the applicable market-specific 
legislation. now

new A23240130007X71
AMG forged wheel 10-spoke design, 53.3 
cm (21-inch), high-sheen rim edge, 11 J x 
21 ET 67, matt black

Please note that wheels must always be installed in accordance with the applicable market-specific 
legislation. now

new A23240130007X21 AMG forged wheel 10-spoke design, 53.3 
cm (21-inch), 11 J x 21 ET 67, titanium grey

Please note that wheels must always be installed in accordance with the applicable market-specific 
legislation. now

AMG accessories | AMG wheels | 55.9 cm (22-inch) AMG light-alloy wheels

new A23240118007X21 AMG 10-spoke wheel, 48.3 cm (19 inch), 
high-sheen, 11 J x 19 ET 60, titanium grey

Please note that wheels must always be installed in accordance with the applicable market-specific 
legislation. now

AMG accessories | AMG wheels | AMG wheels, accessories | Hub caps

existing A0004005200 AMG hub cap, with AMG emblem, silver-
coloured / black Can be used for all light-alloy wheels with standard wheel hub cover. Still to be 

confirmed

AMG accessories | AMG wheels | AMG light-alloy wheels, 53.3 cm (21-inch)
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existing A0004005100 AMG hub cap, with AMG emblem, set of 4, 
silver-coloured / black Can be used for all light-alloy wheels with standard wheel hub cover. Still to be 

confirmed

AMG accessories | AMG wheels | AMG wheels, accessories | Valve caps

existing B66472004 AMG valve caps, with Affalterbach badge, 
black

AMG valve caps as a highlight of high-quality light-alloy wheels. Thanks to the use of anodised aluminium 
they are very light and available in two colours. Thanks to the inlay made from ABS plastic they are 
suitable for all valves (including tyre pressure monitoring system). The additional rubber seal protects the 
valve against dirt; the polyurethane lens with UV filter protects against fading.

Still to be 
confirmed

existing B66472005 AMG valve caps, with Affalterbach badge, 
silver-coloured

AMG valve caps as a highlight of high-quality light-alloy wheels. Thanks to the use of anodised aluminium 
they are very light and available in two colours. Thanks to the inlay made from ABS plastic they are 
suitable for all valves (including tyre pressure monitoring system). The additional rubber seal protects the 
valve against dirt; the polyurethane lens with UV filter protects against fading.

Still to be 
confirmed

AMG accessories | AMG wheels | AMG wheels, accessories | Wheel bolt

existing B66030024 AMG wheel studs, Optimised weight, 
titanium, titanium grey

Complete set of titanium wheel bolts for one vehicle in high-grade presentation box, with AMG Logo.
Consisting of 20 titanium tapered collar screws and 1 adapter.
For AMG wheels with short wheel studs (M14 x 1.5, shaft length 27 mm).

now

AMG accessories | AMG safety | AMG child seat

existing A0009703302 AMG KIDFIX XP child seat, with ISOFIX, 
black

Please refer to the operating instructions of your child seat and the owner's manual for further 
information.
Information on fastening and use:
Child seat with ISOFIT system attached to the on-board ISOFIX attachment points or secured using the 
three-point seat belt.
Safety notice:
in general Mercedes-Benz recommends the use of the child seat with the backrest. However, should 
you choose to nevertheless remove it, use the clip provided for the ideal position of the car's seat belt 
according to the description in the operating instructions.
When using the KIDFIX XP without a backrest this must not be used in conjunction with the belt airbag 
(code 306).
Approval: ECE R 44/04 and CCC.
Weight category: II-III, suitable for children from 15 to 36 kg, suitable for children between the ages of 
3.5 and 12 years.
Orientation: in direction of travel.
Unladen weight: 7 kg.
Dimensions (H x W x D): 67-85/48/39 cm.

now

AMG accessories | AMG wheels | AMG wheels, accessories | Hub caps
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Subject to change. We accept no liability for misprints or factual errors. Please check ODUS for changes.

Part no. Article Illustration Details Available

Model cars | Model cars, 1:18

new B66960830
Mercedes-AMG SL 63, Roadster, R232, 
FACTORY COLOR patagonia red metallic, 
iScale, 1:18

SL 63 exterior and interior, LED Intelligent Light System, AMG Performance seat, 12.3-inch instrument 
cluster, 11.9-inch central display, flush door handles or 21-inch AMG forged wheels in cross-spoke 
design: The new Mercedes-AMG SL is not only sporty, it also leaves no wish unanswered in terms 
of equipment. As a miniature model, the 2+2 seater tops off the extra class of every collection and 
particularly impresses with its attention to detail. The roadster, made of die-cast zinc with plastic 
parts, was created using the original CAD data and is finished in an authentic paintwork colour. It also 
accurately replicates all of the interior details. Doors, bonnet and boot lid of the model can be opened 
and the model also includes a separately enclosed soft top. The model car is supplied in Mercedes-AMG 
packaging and includes a screwdriver for easy removal and a glove to protect the glazing and paintwork 
from fingerprints. - Model series: Mercedes-AMG SL 63 Roadster R232 - scale: 1:18 - material: die-cast 
zinc with plastic parts - length: approx. 26.2 cm - hand-assembled from over 120 individual parts - doors, 
bonnet and boot lid can be opened - made for Mercedes-Benz by iScale

Still to be 
confirmed

new B66960831 Mercedes-AMG SL 63, Roadster, R232, 
hyper blue, iScale, 1:18

SL 63 exterior and interior, LED Intelligent Light System, AMG Performance seat, 12.3-inch instrument 
cluster, 11.9-inch central display, flush door handles or 21-inch AMG forged wheels in cross-spoke 
design: The new Mercedes-AMG SL is not only sporty, it also leaves no wish unanswered in terms 
of equipment. As a miniature model, the 2+2 seater tops off the extra class of every collection and 
particularly impresses with its attention to detail. The roadster, made of die-cast zinc with plastic 
parts, was created using the original CAD data and is finished in an authentic paintwork colour. It also 
accurately replicates all of the interior details. Doors, bonnet and boot lid of the model can be opened 
and the model also includes a separately enclosed soft top. The model car is supplied in Mercedes-AMG 
packaging and includes a screwdriver for easy removal and a glove to protect the glazing and paintwork 
from fingerprints. - Model series: Mercedes-AMG SL 63 Roadster R232 - scale: 1:18 - material: die-cast 
zinc with plastic parts - length: approx. 26.2 cm - hand-assembled from over 120 individual parts - doors, 
bonnet and boot lid can be opened - made for Mercedes-Benz by iScale

Still to be 
confirmed
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